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SUMMARY

APPLICATIONS

We present a workflow for the quick and easy, yet flexible, design of
customized face masks. The procedure presented uses a 3D scan of
the front of the head of the subject, which is imported in a custom
application developed in Blender. The application generates a mask
that conforms to the face, allowing for several adjustments. The
exported mask is then 3D-printed.

This workflow and tools have been applied to the creation of two
masks for different subjects, demonstrating the simplicity of the
whole process. For the first subject – a hockey player having
suffered a recent nose injury – weight, comfort, protection and
minimal impact to vision were required.

INTRODUCTION
Protective face masks are often used in sports. The existing solutions
lack customizability, or rely in a uncomfortable and time-consuming
physical mold. The result is heavy, cumbersome, and hinders the
performance of athletes. By integrating digital 3D scanning with
Geometry Processing algorithms and 3D printing, our system allows
the creation of personalized masks in a few hours (mainly for
printing).

DEVELOPMENT
The proposed workflow was implemented in Blender. The basic
procedure is an algorithm for ‘shape transfer’, that deforms a
template to match the shape of the subject’s scanned model. It
includes the following features:
●
A new mask is generated immediately by loading a new scan. (1)
●
The new mask may be adjusted to the morphology of the subject by
adjusting the bounds (left) and the orbital openings (right). (2)
●
The thickness of the mask and the distance to the surface can be
easily modified. (3)

Figure 2: Several prototypes produced using our workflow.
After scanning the subject with a handheld 3D scanner (Artec Leo),
a number of masks were designed with different parameters. The
resulting 3D models were 3D-printed and their fitness assessed. The
quick turnaround permitted by our workflow allowed for multiple
adjustments and tests.
The final prototype was printed in ABS and treated with acetone for
improved layer adhesion and smoother surface. This mask was used
by subject A in competition. The table below summarizes the
evaluation returned after a few weeks:
Our prototype
Comfort:
Field of view:
Protection:
Durability:
Production:
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Very Good
Very Good
Not Tested
Good
Very Good

Commercial
solution
Poor
Poor
Not Tested
Very Good
Poor

After developing the initial prototypes for subject A, we were able to
create a new, totally customized mask for subject B in less than 30
min. This mask (wheighing just 43g) was used continuously for
several hours, confirming its comfort.
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In order to validate the process,
we digitized one of the produced
masks using a Steinbichler
COMET T5 3D scanner and
performed a comparison with the
original 3D model. The average
positive and negative deviations
are 0.50 mm, and the standard
deviation is 0.75 mm.
.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1: Steps of the customization of a mask.

We developed the techniques for quick customization of face masks
from 3D scans and their production using 3D printing. The benefits
of this workflow – reduced time to product, flexibility, and better
performance – were confirmed. We are currently working on
extending this approach to other types of orthoses, namely AFO and
WHO, in the context of the project ReInventO.
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